The Privileged Access Challenge

Local administrator rights are often temporarily granted to users to complete day-to-day work tasks, or to install approved software. But when left unrestricted and undefined, these privileges can quickly conflict with critical software compliance policies, while creating a bloated attack surface.

Like many distributed organizations, the support team at Zensar was experiencing this challenge firsthand. Without the ability to define privilege scope, the team was forced to work with limited control over how administrative rights were distributed.

The Zensar team sought a tool that would enhance their privilege management capabilities without disrupting their existing mandatory compliance policies and processes. They also sought a flexible system for access controls, allowing the IT team to generate new policies and roles based on unique end-user requirements. Finally, the team wanted a way to quickly generate privilege reporting across all endpoint assets and users.

We sought a tool which would meet our security and compliance requirements without disrupting our current process and policy.

VIKAS VIJAYWARGIYA, CIO, ZENSAR
BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management is a comprehensive tool that is also far better than alternatives solutions we assessed in terms of implementation and professional support. Competitor solutions were bulky and had difficult processes to set up and apply. BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management seamlessly integrated with our internal process and created an exceptional outcome.

VIKAS VIJAYWARGIYA, CIO, ZENSAR

Achieving Mature Privilege Management with BeyondTrust

Zensar chose BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management to solve their team’s privilege distribution and management challenges.

Leveraging the BeyondTrust solution, the Zensar team was able to successfully confine software installation and uninstallation, while continuing to issue the privileges and rights needed for users to complete day-to-day activities. The team created numerous user definitions, application whitelists, and other policies that aligned them closer to software compliance requirements.

According to Zensar, alternative PAM solution offerings from other vendors had limited features in comparison to BeyondTrust, and often required a bundled software deployment. Customizable whitelisting options were also not offered by competitors – a key requirement due to the company’s internal processes and policies. BeyondTrust met all the feature and security requirements of the Zensar team, both basic and advanced.

"BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management is a comprehensive tool that is also far better than alternatives solutions we assessed in terms of implementation and professional support. Competitor solutions were bulky and had difficult processes to set up and apply. BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management seamlessly integrated with our internal process and created an exceptional outcome." Vikas Vijaywargiya, CIO, Zensar.
“BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management really is a perfect solution. Not only does it implement least privilege, protect, and monitor our privileged accounts, it also allows us to maintain compliance with several regulations, which is hugely beneficial to us.”

ORWILL SEBASTIAN, PROJECT MANAGER, ZENSAR

The Impact of BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management

Endpoint Privilege Management quickly helped Zensar remove local admin rights, while improving the user experience and optimizing IT operations. Role-based access control and agent management features helped Zensar harden endpoint security without impacting user or agent productivity. Auditing and forensic features helped the team meet compliance requirements, generate audit trails, and provided detailed audit reports.

BeyondTrust’s world-class implementation and support services ensured seamless deployment and integration, quickly adding value to Zensar’s internal processes. “BeyondTrust’ Endpoint Privilege Management solution has considerably improved our organization’s security processes and reduced errors, while also helping us directly address compliance demands” noted Orwill Sebastian, Project Manager at Zensar.

At Zensar, blanket admin rights have been revoked, and the principle of least privilege is enforced across endpoints. Users across the company are now managed through policy-based controls that ensure uncompromising security, while enabling them to do their jobs.
About BeyondTrust Endpoint Privilege Management

Elevate privileges to trusted applications, control application usage, log & report on privileged activities, and more across all enterprise devices.

**Least Privilege Enforcement**
Elevate privileges to applications for standard users through fine-grained policy-based controls, providing just enough access to complete a task.

**Seamless Integrations**
Built-in connectors designed to integrate into trusted help desk applications, vulnerability management scanners, and SIEM tools.

**Endpoint Security Analytics & Auditing**
Correlate user behavior against security intelligence and access a complete audit trail of all user activity that speeds forensics and simplifies compliance.

Learn more about Endpoint Privilege Management

Contact our experts >

BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in intelligent identity and access security, empowering organizations to protect identities, stop threats, and deliver dynamic access to empower and secure a work-from-anywhere world. Our integrated products and platform offer the industry's most advanced privileged access management (PAM) solution, enabling organizations to quickly shrink their attack surface across traditional, cloud and hybrid environments.

With a heritage of innovation and a staunch commitment to customers, BeyondTrust solutions are easy to deploy, manage, and scale as businesses evolve. We are trusted by 20,000 customers, including 75 of the Fortune 100, and a global partner network. Learn more at beyondtrust.com

Zensar is a leading technology consulting and services company with over 10,000 employees over 33 global locations. Many of today's highest-growth enterprises rely on Zensar to provide engineering, design, marketing, and management services on their journey towards becoming more agile, disruptive, and innovative. Zensar offers expertise in a wide array of industries, including hi-tech, banking & financial services, insurance, healthcare, and manufacturing.